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Persian empire and earlier Middle Eastern states. They investigate the
economies, social structures, political systems and cultures of the many
peoples making up the empire, and analyse, in the context of colonialism and
imperialism, such evidence as exists for cultural changes, including
Hellenisation. The book makes accessible the great variety of new and
important documents, Greek and non-Greek, that have been recently
discovered. It will be of interest to students,
Smarter in sixty minutes.Get smarter in just 60 minutes with in60Learning.
Concise and elegantly written non-fiction books and audiobooks help you
learn the core subject matter in 20% of the time that it takes to read a typical
book. Life is short, so explore a multitude of fascinating historical,
biographical, scientific, political, and financial topics in only an hour each.In
the aftermath of Alexander the Great's conquests, a state enamored with
Greek culture rose to power. Born out of the divided Macedonian Empire and
founded by Seluceus, the new Empire grew to eventually contain Anatolia,
Persia, Levant, Mesopotamia, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Kuwait. Alexander's
empire splitting led to the Babylonian War and Seleucid rise to power, and the
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late struggles between the Empire and Rome in the 60s B.C.E. Explore this
imperialist center of the arts and sciences that constantly struggled balancing
rebellions throughout its lands.
Under Seleucid rule, time no longer restarted with each new monarch.
Instead, progressively numbered years, identical to the system we use today,
became the measure of historical duration. Paul Kosmin shows how this
invention of a new kind of time—and resistance to it—transformed the way we
organize our thoughts about the past, present, and future.
Taking in the bulk of Alexander the Great's Asian conquests, the Seleucid
Empire encompassed remarkable ethnic, religious, and linguistic diversity; yet
it did not include Macedonia, the dynasty's ancestral homeland. Paul Kosmin
shows how rulers over lands to which they had no historic claim transformed
the territory into a coherent space.
An overview on one of the most successful infantry formations used by
Alexander the Great and his successors to dominate the ancient world. The
Macedonian pike phalanx dominated the battlefields of Greece and the Near
and Middle East for over two centuries. It was one of the most successful
infantry formations of the ancient world, only rivaled by the manipular
formation of the Roman legions. The phalanx was a key factor in the
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battlefield success of Alexander the Great and after his death dominated the
armies of his Successors (the Diadochoi), who ruled from Greece and Egypt to
the borders of India. Richard Taylor gives an overview of the phalanx’s
development, organization, equipment and training. He analyses the reasons
for its success, with an emphasis on case studies of the many battles in which
it was used, from Philip II’s reign to the Mithridatic Wars. He discusses
whether the famous defeats by the Romans necessarily mean it was inherently
inferior to the manipular legion tactics, and considers what other factors were
in play. The clear, accessible and well-researched text is supported by
diagrams and battle maps, making this an outstanding study of this mighty
formation.
Integration, Communication, and Resistance
The Seleucid Army
Dividing the Spoils
The Cities of Seleukid, Syria
A New Approach to the Seleucid Empire
The Seleukid Empire 281-222 BC
The Men who would be King
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts *Includes a
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bibliography for further reading In 323 BCE, Alexander the Great
was on top of the world. Never a man to sit on his hands or rest
upon his laurels, Alexander began planning his future campaigns,
which may have included attempts to subdue the Arabian Peninsula
or make another incursion into India. But fate had other plans
for the young Macedonian king. One night, while feasting with
his admiral Nearchus, he drank too much and took to bed with a
fever. At first, it seemed like the fever was merely a
consequence of his excess, and there was not much concern for
his health, but when a week had elapsed and there was still no
sign of his getting better, his friends and generals began to
grow concerned. The fever grew, consuming him to the point that
he could barely speak. After two weeks, on June 11, 323 B.C.,
Alexander the Great, King of Macedon, Hegemon of the League of
Corinth, King of Kings, died. On his deathbed, some historians
claim that when he was pressed to name a successor, Alexander
muttered that his empire should go "to the strongest." Other
sources claim that he passed his signet ring to his general
Perdiccas, thereby naming him successor, but whatever his
choices were or may have been, they were ignored. Alexander's
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generals, all of them with the loyalty of their own corps at
their backs, would tear each other apart in a vicious internal
struggle that lasted almost half a century before four factions
emerged victorious: Macedonia, the Seleucid Empire in the east,
the Kingdom of Pergamon in Asia Minor, and the Ptolemaic dynasty
in Egypt. During the course of these wars, Alexander's only
heir, the posthumously born Alexander IV, was murdered,
extinguishing his bloodline for ever. For a time, the Seleucids
commanded the largest empire in the world as it stretched from
the high plains and deserts of what is now Afghanistan in the
east to parts of the Levant and Asia Minor in the west. The
empire's early kings were strong and shrewd and committed to the
ideas of Hellenism as much as holding power and expanding the
realm of their empire, but later rulers did not prove as
capable. In time, the Seleucid royal house often descended into
orgies of violence which were driven by ambitious men and women.
Despite its troubles and its sheer size and scope, the Seleucid
Empire lasted for several centuries, and it would not truly
reach its end until the heyday of the legendary Roman general
Pompey the Great in the 1st century BCE. Although Alexander
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never lived to rule over Egypt, one of his generals, Ptolemy I,
did, and it was he who established the last great pharaonic
dynasty in Egypt, known as the Ptolemaic Dynasty. Despite the
infighting among them, one thing Alexander's generals did agree
upon was their Hellenistic culture. Most famously, Ptolemy's
line firmly established the Hellenistic culture of the Greeks
while ruling over Egypt, and by marrying within their family
line, the Ptolemaic pharaohs kept their Hellenistic heritage
until the very end of Ptolemy's line, which died with Cleopatra
in 30 BCE. The Ptolemies gave ancient Egypt an injection of
vitality that had not been seen in the Nile Valley for
centuries, preserving many aspects of native Egyptian culture
while adding their own layer of Hellenic culture. The first few
Ptolemaic rulers proved as able as any of their Egyptian
predecessors as they worked to make Egypt a first-rate power in
the world once again. Unfortunately, these able rulers were
followed by a succession of corrupt and greedy kings, more
concerned with personal wealth and power than the stability and
greatness of their kingdom. Eventually, Ptolemaic Egypt
collapsed due to weak rulers, internal social problems, and the
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rising power of Rome, but before the Ptolemaic Dynasty was
extinguished, it proved to be one of the most impressive royal
houses in ancient Egyptian history.
Kings and Usurpers in the Seleukid Empire: The Men who would be
King focuses on ideas of kingship and power in the Seleukid
empire, the largest of the successor states of Alexander the
Great. Exploring the question of how a man becomes a king, it
specifically examines the role of usurpers in this particular
kingdom - those who attempted to become king, and who were
labelled as rebels by ancient authors after their demise - by
placing these individuals in their appropriate historical
contexts through careful analysis of the literary, numismatic,
and epigraphic material. By writing about kings and rebels,
literary accounts make a clear statement about who had the right
to rule and who did not, and the Seleukid kings actively
fostered their own images of this right throughout the third and
second centuries BCE. However, what emerges from the documentary
evidence is a revelatory picture of a political landscape in
which kings and those who would be kings were in constant
competition to persuade whole cities and armies that they were
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the only plausible monarch, and of a right to rule that,
advanced and refuted on so many sides, simply did not exist.
Through careful analysis, this volume advances a new political
history of the Seleukid empire that is predicated on social
power, redefining the role of the king as only one of several
players within the social world and offering new approaches to
the interpretation of the relationship between these individuals
themselves and with the empire they sought to rule. In doing so,
it both questions the current consensus on the Seleukid state,
arguing instead that despite its many strong rulers the empire
was structurally weak, and offers a new approach to writing
political history of the ancient world.
The volume offers a timely (re-)appraisal of Seleukid cultural
dynamics. While the engagement of Seleukid kings with local
populations and the issue of “Hellenization” are still debated,
a movement away from the Greco-centric approach to the study of
the sources has gained pace. Increasingly textual sources are
read alongside archaeological and numismatic evidence, and
relevant near-eastern records are consulted. Our study of
Seleukid kingship adheres to two game-changing principles: 1. We
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are not interested in judging the Seleukids as “strong” or
“weak” whether in their interactions with other Hellenistic
kingdoms or with the populations they ruled. 2. While
appreciating the value of the social imaginaries approach
(Stavrianopoulou, 2013), we argue that the use of ethnic
identity in antiquity remains problematic. Through a pluralistic
approach, in line with the complex cultural considerations that
informed Seleukid royal agendas, we examine the concept of
kingship and its gender aspects; tensions between centre and
periphery; the level of “acculturation” intended and achieved
under the Seleukids; the Seleukid-Ptolemaic interrelations. As
rulers of a multi-cultural empire, the Seleukids were deeply
aware of cultural politics.
Before Alexander, the Near East was ruled by dynasts who could
draw on the significant resources and power base of their
homeland, but this was not the case for the Seleukids who never
controlled their original homeland of Macedon. The Early
Seleukids, their Gods and their Coins argues that rather than
projecting an imperialistic Greek image of rule, the Seleukid
kings deliberately produced images that represented their
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personal power, and that were comprehensible to the majority of
their subjects within their own cultural traditions. These
images relied heavily on the syncretism between Greek and local
gods, in particular their ancestor Apollo. The Early Seleukids,
their Gods and their Coins examines how the Seleukids, from
Seleukos I to Antiochos IV, used coinage to propagandise their
governing ideology. It offers a valuable resource to students of
the Seleukids and of Hellenistic kingship more broadly,
numismatics, and the interplay of ancient Greek religion and
politics.
By the early second century BC, Israel had long been under the
rule of the Hellenistic Seleucid Empire. But the policy of
deliberate Hellenization and suppression of Jewish religious
practices by Antiochus IV, sparked a revolt in 167 BC which was
led initially by Judah Maccabee and later by his brothers and
their descendants. Relying on guerrilla tactics the growing
insurrection repeatedly took on the sophisticated might of the
Seleucid army with mixed, but generally successful, results,
establishing the Maccabees as the Hasmonean Dynasty of rulers
over a once-more independent Israel. (It is Judah Maccabee's
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ritual cleansing of the Temple after his victories over the
Seleucids that is celebrated by Jews every year at Hannukah).
Internal disputes weakened the revived state, however, and it
eventually fell victim to the Romans who replaced the Seleucids
as the local superpower. John D Grainger explains the causes of
the revolt and traces the course of the various campaigns of the
Maccabees, first against the Seleucids and then the Romans who
captured Jerusalem in 63BC and partitioned the kingdom. The last
chapters consider the continued Jewish resistance to Roman rule
and factional fighting, until the crowning of Herod, marked the
end of the Hasmonean dynasty.
The Land of the Elephant Kings
Unframing a Dynasty
Alexander the Great's Regent and his Successors
At the Crossroads of Iranian, Hellenistic, and Central Asian
History
The Fall of the Seleukid Empire, 187–75 BC
Creators, Conquerors, and Citizens
Archaeology, History, and the Rise of the Hasmonean Kingdom
This book is the first detailed study of the foundation, history, government, growth and decline of
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the cities founded in Syria by Seleukos I in 301BC shortly after the time of Alexander the Great. It
throws new light on an important period in ancient history. In particular, Dr
Graingerconcentrates on the relationship between the kings and the cities in their kingdoms and
reveals that former theories concerning such a relationship require drastic revision. Most
importantly the relationship is shown to have been much more to the kings' advantage than
previous discussions onHellenistic states have supposed. He argues in fact that neither the kings
nor the cities intended the cities to be autonomous or independent since they were far too reliant
on royal support against the enmity of the surrounding population. Evidence for this can be seen
in the actions of the citieson the collapse of the Seleukid dynasty in the first century BC; then they
were forced to cast about for a new protector and eventually accepted Rome albeit reluctantly. Dr
Grainger discusses the differing fate of the cities during this process when some failed altogether,
most declined, and onlyone, Antioch, prospered.
In Early Arsakid Parthia (ca. 250-165 B.C.): At the Crossroads of Iranian, Hellenistic, and
Central Asian History, Marek Jan Olbrycht depicts the early Arsakid Parthian state in
northeastern Iran and Turkmenistan within the broader historical context of Western and Central
Asia in the post-Achaemenid/Hellenistic period.
*The Seleucid Empire was a superpower of the Hellenistic Age, the largest and most powerful of
the Successor States, and it’s army was central to the maintenance of that power. Antiochus III
campaigned, generally successfully, from the Mediterranean to India, earning the sobriquet 'the
Great'. Jean Charl Du Plessis has produced the most in depth study available in English devoted
to the troop types, weapons and armor of Antiochus’ army. He combines the most recent
historical research and latest archaeological evidence with a strong element of reconstructive
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archaeology, that is the making and using of replica equipment. Sections cover the regular,
Hellenistic-style core of the army, the auxiliaries from across the Empire and mercenaries, as well
as the terror weapons of elephants and scythed chariots. Weapons and armor considered in great
detail, including, for example, useful data on the performance of slings and the wounds they could
inflict, drawing on modern testing and the author’s own experience. The army’s performance in
its many battles, sieges and campaigns is analysed and assessed.
The Prosopography notes all people who lived in or were concerned with the great Seleukid
empire; the Gazetteer lists the places, peoples and institutions of that empire; their activites are
noted, providing a unique comprehensive guide to the kingdom.
Third in the trilogy of the ancient Greek dynasty. “In Grainger’s account, the fall of the Seleukid
is as enlightening as the rise.”—Minerva Magazine The concluding part of John D Grainger’s
history of the Seleukids traces the tumultuous last century of their empire. In this period, it was
riven by dynastic disputes, secessions and rebellions, the religiously inspired insurrection of the
Jewish Maccabees, civil war and external invasion from Egypt in the West and the Parthians in
the East. By the 80s BC, the empire was disintegrating, internally fractured and squeezed by the
converging expansionist powers of Rome and Parthia. This is a fittingly, dramatic and colorful
conclusion to John Grainger’s masterful account of this once-mighty empire. “To get the best
from The Fall of the Seleukid it would be worthwhile making sure you’ve absorbed the first two
volumes. Nonetheless you can enjoy and learn from this book alone. Like the fall of any other
empire or the folly of human behavior—the story is compelling.”—UNRV “Grainger does a good job
of producing a convincing narrative using the limited sources.”—HistoryOfWar
Judea in the Early Hellenistic Period
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The Ancient Revolution That Made Our Modern Religious World
The Seleucid Army of Antiochus the Great
A Companion to Greeks Across the Ancient World
The Finances and Financial Administration of the Seleukid Empire
Kings and Usurpers in the Seleukid Empire
Crucible of Faith

The Seleukids, the easternmost of the Greek-speaking dynasties which
succeeded Alexander the Great, were long portrayed by historians as
inherently weak and doomed to decline after the death of their remarkable
first king, Seleukos (281 BC). And yet they succeeded in ruling much of the
Near and Middle East for over two centuries, overcoming problems of a
multi-ethnic empire. In this book an international team of young,
established scholars argues that in the decades after Seleukos the empire
developed flexible structures that successfully bound it together in the face
of a series of catastrophes. The strength of the Seleukid realm lay not
simply in its vast swathes of territory, but rather in knowing how to tie the
new, frequently non-Greek, nobility to the king through mutual recognition
of sovereignty.
An innovative, up-to-date treatment of ancient Greek mobility and migration
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from 1000 BCE to 30 BCE A Companion to Greeks Across the Ancient
World explores the mobility and migration of Greeks who left their
homelands in the ten centuries between the Early Iron Age and the
Hellenistic period. While most academic literature centers on the Greeks of
the Aegean basin area, this unique volume provides a systematic
examination of the history of the other half of the ancient Greek world.
Contributions from leading scholars and historians discuss where migrants
settled, their new communities, and their connections and interactions with
both Aegean Greeks and non-Greeks. Divided into three parts, the book
first covers ancient and modern approaches and the study of the ancient
Greeks outside their homelands, including various intellectual, national,
and linguistic traditions. Regional case studies form the core of the text,
taking a microhistory approach to examine Greeks in the Near Eastern
Empires, Greek-Celtic interactions in Central Europe, Greek-established
states in Central Asia, and many others throughout Europe, Africa, and
Asia. The closing section of the text discusses wider themes such as the
relations between the Greek homeland and the edges of Greek civilization.
Reflecting contemporary research and fresh perspectives on ancient Greek
culture contact, this volume: Discusses the development and intersection
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of mobility, migration, and diaspora studies Examines the various forms of
ancient Greek mobility and their outcomes Highlights contributions to
cultural development in the Greek and non-Greek world Examines wider
themes and the various forms of ancient Greek mobility and their outcomes
Includes an overview of ancient terminology and concepts, modern
translations, numerous maps, and full references A Companion to Greeks
Across the Ancient World is a valuable resource for students, instructors,
and researchers of Classical antiquity, as well as non-specialists with
interest in ancient Greek mobilities, migrations, and diasporas.
A landmark study of the Greek kingdoms of Bactria and India that treats
them as Hellenistic states.
First comparative analysis of the role of local elites and populations in the
formation of the two main Hellenistic empires.
This book recounts and analyzes the complex series of conflicts between
the Hellenistic Successor states in the generation before the Romans
intervened in, and ultimately conquered, the region. This period is rarely
treated in any depth, usually warranting little more than a summary as
context for a discussion of the Roman conquests. The authors demonstrate
that this period of almost-constant conflict and rivalry makes a fascinating
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subject of study in its own right. For example, it describes Macedon's war
with Cleomenes and the final crushing of a much-diminished Sparta as an
independent power; also the campaigns in the east whereby the Seleucid
king, Antiochus (later defeated by the Romans at Magnesia) earned his title
of Antiochus the Great. They show how the Hellenistic monarchs, while
aware of Rome's epic clash with Carthage in the West, did not yet see her
as a major threat and were preoccupied with more immediate concerns. As
well as clearly narrating the complex events, Roberts and Bennet assess
the various military systems of the Hellenistic states and developments in
warfare on land and sea. This is a very original book on a neglected period
of politico-military history.
Rome & Parthia: Empires at War
Kleopatra Thea and Kleopatra III
Equipment, organization and tactics from Philip and Alexander to the
Roman conquest
From Samarkhand to Sardis
A History from Coins (300 BCE–450 CE)
The Syrian Wars
A Seleukid Prosopography and Gazetteer
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Combines ancient coins and innovative digital technologies to study the citizens of Syrian Antioch
and their imperial conquerors.
This is a 1976 study of the organization and tactics of the Seleucid armies from 312 to 129 BC. The
first part of the book discusses the numerical strength of the armies, their sources of manpower, the
contingents of the regular army, their equipment and historical development, the chain of command,
training and discipline. The second part reconstructs the great campaigns in order to examine the
Seleucid tactics. The book provides a lesson in Hellenistic and military history and discusses several
questions: how did the Hellenistic armies develop after Alexander? What distinguished the Seleucid
army as superior to its Hellenistic contemporaries? The answers illuminate the expansion of
Hellenism as we learn how the Seleucid army was used as a military, social and cultural instrument
to impose the rule of the dynasty over the vast regions of the Empire and how it helped to shape
Hellenistic society in the East.
The Fall of the Seleukid Empire, 187–75 BCPen and Sword
Sister-Queens in the High Hellenistic Period is a cutting-edge exploration of ancient queenship and
the significance of family politics in the dysfunctional dynasties of the late Hellenistic world. This
volume, the first full-length study of Kleopatra III and Kleopatra Thea and their careers as queens of
Egypt and Syria, thoroughly examines the roles and ideology of royal daughters, wives, and queens in
Egypt, the ancient Near East, and ancient Israel and provides a comprehensive study of the
iconography, public image, and titles of each queen and their cultural precedents. In addition, this
book also offers an introduction to the critical concept of the ‘High Hellenistic Period’ and the
maturation of royal female power in the second century BCE. Sister-Queens in the High Hellenistic
Period is suitable for students and scholars in ancient history, Egyptology, classics, and gender
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studies, as well as the general reader interested in ancient queenship, ancient Egypt, the Hellenistic
world, and gender in antiquity.
A Roman historian examines the motivation and strategy behind Marc Anthony’s invasion of Parthia
and the reasons for its ultimate defeat. In the mid-first century BC, the Roman Empire was rivaled
only by the Parthian Empire to the east. The first war between these two ancient superpowers resulted
in the total defeat of Rome and the death of Marcus Crassus. When Rome collapsed into Civil War in
the 1st century, BC, the Parthians took the opportunity conquer the Middle East and drive Rome back
into Europe. What followed was two decades of war which saw victories and defeats on both sides.
The Romans were finally able to gain a victory over the Parthians thanks to the great general Publius
Ventidius. These victories acted as a springboard for Marc Antony’s plans to conquer the Parthian
Empire, which ended in ignominious defeat. In this authoritative history, Gareth Sampson analyses
the military campaigns and the various battles between Rome and Parthia. He provides fascinating
insight into the war that in many ways defined the Middle East for the next 650 years.
The Seleucid Empire
Organization and Tactics in the Great Campaigns
The Early Seleukids, their Gods and their Coins
Seleukos Nikator (Routledge Revivals)
The Rise of the Parthian Empire in the Hellenistic Middle East
The War for Alexander the Great's Empire
Antipater's Dynasty

Dedicated to Getzel M. Cohen, a leading expert in Seleucid history, this volume gathers
45 contributions on Seleucid history, archaeology, numismatics, political relations, policy
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toward the Jews, Greek cities, non-Greek populations, peripheral and neighboring
regions, imperial administration, economy and public finances, and ancient descriptions of
the Seleucid Empire. The reader will gain an international perspective on current
research.
This book devises an innovative way to analyse Babylonian commodity price data in its
historical context using formal statistical analysis.
A focused, interdisciplinary examination of a tumultuous, history-making era The Middle
Maccabees lays out the charged, complicated beginnings of the independent Jewish state
founded in the second century BCE. Contributors offer focused analyses of the
archaeological, epigraphic, numismatic, and textual evidence, framed within a wider world
of conflicts between the Ptolemies of Egypt, the Seleucids of Syria, and the Romans. The
result is a holistic view of the Hasmonean rise to power that acknowledges broader
political developments, evolving social responses, and the particularities of local history.
Contributors include Uzi ‘Ad, Donald T. Ariel, Andrea M. Berlin, Efrat Bocher, Altay
Coşkun, Benedikt Eckhardt, Gerald Finkielsztejn, Christelle Fischer-Bovet, Yuval Gadot,
Erich Gruen, Sylvie Honigman, Jutta Jokiranta, Paul J. Kosmin, Uzi Leibner, Catharine
Lorber, Duncan E. MacRae, Dvir Raviv, Helena Roth, Débora Sandhaus, Yiftah Shalev,
Nitsan Shalom, Danny Syon, Yehiel Zelinger, and Ayala Zilberstein. Features Up-to-date,
generously illustrated essays analyzing the relevant archaeological remains A revised
understanding of how local and imperial histories overlapped and intersected New
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analysis of the book of 1 Maccabees as a tool of Hasmonean strategic interest
"Existing from the early third century BC to 63 BC, the Mithridatic kingdom of Pontos was
one of the most powerful entities in the Mediterranean world. Under a series of vigorous
kings and queens, it expanded from a fortress in the mountainous territory of northern
Asia Minor to rule almost all the Black Sea perimeter. This is the first study in English of
this kingdom in its entirety, from its origins under King Mithridates I around 280 BC until its
last and greatest king, the erudite and cultured Mithridates VI the Great, fell victim to the
expanding ambitions of the Roman Republic in 63 BC. Through a series of astute
marriage alliances (one of which produced the ancestors of Cleopatra of Egypt), political
acumen, and military ability, the Pontic rulers (most of whom were named Mithridates)
dominated the culture and politics of the Black Sea region for over 200 years. There is a
thorough exploration of the internal dynamics of the kingdom as well as its relations with
the rest of the Mediterranean world, especially the ever-expanding Roman Republic"-No description available.
The Rise of the Seleukid Empire, 323–223 BC
The Middle Maccabees
The Battle for Palestine 1917
The Rise and Fall of the Mithridatic World
Sister-Queens in the High Hellenistic Period
The Rise and Fall of the Hellenistic State
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Ventidius, Antony and the Second Romano-Parthian War, 40–20 BC
Following the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC, one of his
commanders, Seleukos Nikator, rose over a period of forty years from
being a landless refugee to the most successful of the Successor
kings. This biography, first published in 1990, makes use of both
historical and archaeological sources to trace the stages of Seleukos’
life as he added province to province, kingdom to kingdom, gradually
building an empire which stretched from India to Greece and founding a
state which lasted for the next two centuries. This strangely
neglected figure in ancient history emerges as a modestly proficient
general, an excellent strategist, a consummate diplomat, and an
inventive and constructive ruler, the diversity of his empire
demanding intelligence of a high order to hold it together. Seleukos
Nikator will be of interest to students of ancient history and the
politics of the Hellenistic world.
The Seleukid empire, the principal successor-state of the empire of
Alexander the Great, endured for over 200 years and stretched, at its
peak, from the Mediterranean to the borders of India. This book
provides a wide-ranging study of the empire's economy and the methods
used by the Seleukid kings to monetise and manage it so as to extract
tribute, rent and taxes as efficiently as possible. It uses a variety
of Greek literary sources and inscriptions, cuneiform texts,
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archaeological, numismatic and comparative evidence to explore in
detail the manner of exploitation of their lands and subjects by the
Seleukid kings, their city-building activity, the financing of their
armies and administration, the use they made of coinage and their
methods of financial management. The book adopts a highly original,
numerical approach throughout, which leads to a quantified model of
the economy of an ancient state.
The topic of this study is highly relevant for the history of the
Seleucid Empire. Due to the patchiness of the known sources the study
deals with a difficult area. In order to determine a more coherent
picture of this relatively obscure and largely misunderstood history,
Lerner disentangles from the various literary traditions from the
individuals and events to which they relate. Numismatic evidence is
also taken into consideration, for instance in the discussion of
Euthydemus' Sogdian coinage. "Mit seiner instruktiven analyse des
numismatischen Befunds hat der Verfasser den Rahmen abgesteckt fuer
weitere Forschung." Das Historisch-Politische Buch .
This multidisciplinary study takes a fresh look at Judean history and
biblical literature in the late fourth and third centuries BCE. In a
major reappraisal of this era, the contributions to this volume depict
it as one in which critical changes took place. Until recently, the
period from Alexander’s conquest in 332 BCE to the early years of
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Seleucid domination following Antiochus III’s conquest in 198 BCE was
reputed to be poorly documented in material evidence and textual
production, buttressing the view that the era from late Persian to
Hasmonean times was one of seamless continuity. Biblical scholars
believed that no literary activity belonged to the Hellenistic age,
and archaeologists were unable to refine their understanding because
of a lack of secure chronological markers. However, recent studies are
revealing this period as one of major social changes and intense
literary activity. Historians have shed new light on the nature of the
Hellenistic empires and the relationship between the central power and
local entities in ancient imperial settings, and the redating of
several biblical texts to the third century BCE challenges the
traditional periodization of Judean history. Bringing together
Hellenistic history, the archaeology of Judea, and biblical studies,
this volume appraises the early Hellenistic period anew as a time of
great transition and change and situates Judea within its broader
regional and transregional imperial contexts.
The first of three books on the ancient Greek dynasty “reads with the
pull of a novel and shows how the new Empire rose and
fell.”—Firetrench The Seleukid kingdom was the largest state in the
world for a century and more between Alexander’s death and the rise of
Rome. The first king, Seleukos I, established a pattern of rule which
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was unusually friendly towards his subjects, and his policies promoted
the steady growth of wealth and population in many areas which had
been depopulated when he took them over. In particular the dynasty was
active in founding cities from Asia Minor to Central Asia. Its work
set the social and economic scene of the Middle East for many
centuries to come. Yet these kings had to be warriors too as they
defended their realm from jealous neighbors. John D Grainger’s trilogy
charts the rise and fall of this superpower of the ancient world. In
the first volume, he relates the remarkable twists of fortune and
daring that saw Seleukos, an officer in an elite guard unit, emerge
from the wars of the Diadochi (Alexander’s successors) in control of
the largest and richest part of the empire of the late Alexander the
Great. After his conquests and eventual murder, we then see how his
successors continued his policies, including the repeated wars with
the Ptolemaic rulers of Egypt over control of Syria. The volume ends
with the deep internal crisis and the Wars of the Brothers, which left
only a single member of the dynasty alive in 223 BC.
Comparing the Ptolemaic and Seleucid Empires
Antioch in Syria
The Greeks in Bactria and India
The Economy of Late Achaemenid and Seleucid Babylonia
New Perspectives in Seleucid History, Archaeology and Numismatics
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Weapons, Armour and Tactics
Times of Transition

Antipater was a key figure in the rise of Macedon under Philip II and
instrumental in the succession of Alexander III (the Great). Alexander
entrusted Antipater with ruling Macedon in his long absence and he
defeated the Spartans in 331 BC. After Alexander’s death he crushed
a Greek uprising and became regent of the co-kings, Alexander’s
mentally impaired half-brother (Philip III Arrhideus) and infant son
(Alexander IV). He brokered a settlement between the contending
Successors but died in 319 BC, having first appointed Polyperchon to
succeed as regent in preference to his own sons.Antipater’s eldest
son Cassander later became regent of Macedon but eventually had
Alexander IV killed and made himself king. Three of his sons in turn
briefly succeeded him but could not retain the throne. Antipater’s
female heirs are shown to be just as important, both as pawns and
surprisingly independent players in this Macedonian game of thrones.
The saga ends with the failed bid by Nikaia, the widow of Antipater’s
great grandson Alexander of Corinth, to become independent ruler of
Macedon.
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"A brilliant, up-to-date account of all of ancient Greek history (the
Archaic, Classical, and Hellenistic periods), suitable for history buffs
and university students, enlivened by a strong thesis about the
disunity of the Greeks, their underlying cultural unity, and their
eventual political unification"-The two-century long conflict over Syria between Seleukids and
Ptolemies was the central diplomatic and military matter of the
Hellinistic period. By examining it for the first time in detail, its
importance can at last be seen.
"Dividing the spoils" revives the memory of Alexander's Successors,
whose fame has been dimmed only because they stand in his
enormous shadow. In fact, Alexander left things in a mess at the time
of his death, with no guaranteed succession, no administration in
place suitable for such an enormous realm, and huge untamed areas
both bordering and within his 'empire'. The Successors consolidated
the Conqueror's gains. Their competing ambitions, however, meant
that consolidation inevitably led to the break-up of the empire.
One of America's foremost scholars of religion examines the
tumultuous era that gave birth to the modern Judeo-Christian
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tradition In The Crucible of Faith, Philip Jenkins argues that much of
the Judeo-Christian tradition we know today was born between 250-50
BCE, during a turbulent "Crucible Era." It was during these years that
Judaism grappled with Hellenizing forces and produced new religious
ideas that reflected and responded to their changing world. By the
time of the fall of the Temple in 70 CE, concepts that might once have
seemed bizarre became normalized-and thus passed on to Christianity
and later Islam. Drawing widely on contemporary sources from
outside the canonical Old and New Testaments, Jenkins reveals an era
of political violence and social upheaval that ultimately gave birth to
entirely new ideas about religion, the afterlife, Creation and the Fall,
and the nature of God and Satan.
War Within the Family
The Macedonian Phalanx
Time and Its Adversaries in the Seleucid Empire
Studies in Honor of Getzel M. Cohen
The Seleukid Royal Economy
The Rise and Fall of the Seleucid Empire and the Ptolemaic Kingdom
Empire of the Black Sea
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From its origins as a minor nomadic tribe to its status as a major world
empire, the rise of the Parthian state in the ancient world is nothing short
of remarkable. In their early history, the Parthians benefitted from strong
leadership, a flexible and accommodating cultural identity, and innovative
military characteristics that allowed them to compete against and even
overcome Greek, Persian, Central Asian, and eventually Roman rivals.
Reign of Arrows provides the first comprehensive study, in almost a
century, dedicated entirely to early Parthian history. Assimilating a wide
array of especially recent scholarship across numerous fields of study,
Nikolaus Overtoom presents the most cogent, well rounded, and up-todate account of the Parthian empire in its wider context of Hellenistic
history. It explains the political and military encounters that shaped the
international environment of the Hellenistic Middle East from the middle
third to the early first centuries BCE. This study combines traditional
historical approaches, such as source criticism and the integration of
material evidence, with the incorporation of modern international
relations theory to better examine the emergence and expansion of
Parthian power. Relevant to historians, classicists, political scientists, and
general readers interested in the ancient world and military history, Reign
of Arrows reimagines and reconstructs the rise of the Parthians within the
hotly contested and dangerously competitive international environment of
the Hellenistic world.
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Constructing a Hellenistic Kingdom
Culture and Ideology under the Seleukids
The Impact of Seleucid Decline on the Eastern Iranian Plateau
Reign of Arrows
Inheriting the Ancient Near East After Alexander the Great
A History of Ancient Greece
The Foundations of Arsacid Parthia and Graeco-Bactria
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